Hi, [First Name].
During harvest, every bushel counts. Scale-Tec’s POINT® indicator
seamlessly integrates with your scale components to provide exceptionally
accurate weight data, reliability and support. Thanks to the expandability
and adaptability of the technology, POINT® is a one-size-fits-all solution for
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your operation. Use it as a simple scale, or connect it to your devices and
platforms for even more powerful data and enhanced features.

Here’s what sets POINT® apart:
USE YOUR SCALE, YOUR WAY.

GET OVER-THE-AIR UPDATES.

Employ POINT as a basic indicator,
or add enhancements and integrations.

Available updates are easily pushed
to POINT® via the mobile app.

INTEGRATE POINT®
WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGY.

ENJOY REVOLUTIONARY
CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

Automate your harvest data by integrating
POINT® with other Scale-Tec products like
the PULSE™ smart accessory and the
cloud-based REAP™ harvest inventory app.

POINT® alerts you if there’s a problem
within your scale. Call us to remotely
diagnose the issue and fix it fast.

GET DATA WHERE IT
NEEDS TO GO.

EASILY SYNC WITH
BLUETOOTH DEVICES.

Instantly send harvest data to your crop
insurance provider or your agronomist
with POINT®, PULSETM and REAPTM.

Connect to multiple tablets or
smartphones for real-time data
and remote scale calibration.

®

“POINT® works flawlessly, the technology makes me way more efficient,
and I’m a lot more confident in getting my bushels to the right destination.”
– Scale-Tec customer, Iowa farmer Chris Huegerich

POINT® can change the way you interact with your
operation’s scale systems. Call us or visit Scale-Tec.com to learn how.
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Does your grain cart scale fit your
needs today? Will it keep up with
tomorrow’s technology? Scale-Tec’s
POINT® indicator can do both.
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Keep tabs on your operation in real time with simple,
powerful technology that offers reliable, precise weight
data right where you need it. That’s where POINT® comes in.
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Connect POINT® with REAP™ and PULSE™ to maximize efficiency
at harvest time. Scale-Tec’s expandable technologies enable you to
automatically record and organize weight data with consistency and
ease. Minimize errors, eliminate the busywork of manual recordkeeping,
and make informed decisions right from the field.

Start with POINT® to
accurately weigh your
grain in the field.

Use REAP™ to track harvest inventory
and instantly sync the data from
POINT® across your connected devices.

Add PULSE™ to
automate the
recording process.

Here’s how POINT,® REAP™ and PULSE™
work together during harvest:

1.

PULSE™ automatically senses when you unload
your grain cart into a truck. When the auger
engages, the gearbox vibrates, triggering
PULSE™ to recognize the load transfer.

2.

PULSE™ instantly communicates with
POINT® and REAP™ to record the weight
data and exact location of the load.

3.

PULSE™ detects when the load transfer
completes and instructs POINT® and REAP™
to finalize the load ticket.

4.
5.

REAP™ summarizes field totals and automatically
associates individual load tickets to exact transfer
locations. Additionally, REAP™ helps you track
how much weight is on a truck, who is operating
the grain cart and where the grain will be stored.
REAP™ instantly syncs your data across all devices
connected to your account. Easily share the data
with your agronomist, your crop insurance provider
or anyone else you choose. Keep your harvest
crew informed in real time, and make decisions
from the combine.

“It’s peace of mind. It’s really nice to be able to see things in real time and make
decisions right away.” – Scale-Tec customer, Texas farmer Allen Meissner

Do more in less time during harvest season with POINT,® REAP™
and PULSE.™ It’s your scale, your way. Visit Scale-Tec.com to learn how.
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Dear [First Name],
Gain more control over your harvest with POINT®, REAP™ and PULSE™
from Scale-Tec. These easy-to-implement scale technologies deliver
reliable, consistent data to help you get more done, faster.
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What if you could automate harvest weight
records, access the data in real time and
make decisions from the combine?
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